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TWO DIMENSIONAL RIEMANN PROBLEM FOR GASDYNAMICS SYSTEM IN THREE PIECES�1)Jie-quan Li(Institute of Mathematis, Aademia Sinia, Beijing 100080, China)Shu-li Yang(Institute of Applied Mathematis, Aademia Sinia, Beijing, 100080, China)AbstratThe Riemann problem for two-dimensional ow of polytropi gas with threeonstant initial data is onsidered. Under the assumption that eah interfae ofinitial data outside of the origin projets exatly one planar wave of shok, rar-efation wave or ontat disontinuity, it is proved that only two kinds of ombi-nations, JRS and Js, are reasonable. Numerial solutions are obtained by usinga nonsplitting seond order aurate MmB Sheme, and they eÆiently reet theompliated on�gurations and the geometri struture of solutions of gas dynamissystem.Key words: Two-dimensional Riemann problem, MmB sheme, gas dynamis.1. IntrodutionIt is well known that the Riemann problem plays an essential role in developingone-dimensional theory of hyperboli onservation laws[3℄ and it is the simplest one ofgeneral Cauhy problem and muh easier to larify the expliit struture of its solutions.On the other hand, the solution of the Cauhy problem an be loally approahed bythe solutions of Riemann problem. Hene the Riemann problem serves as the touh-stone and the building blok of mathematial theory of hyperboli onservation laws.Of ourse, the most interesting and important model is the Euler equations in gasdynamis.The Riemann Problem for two-dimensional unsteady ow of invisid, polytropigas with four piee onstant in eah quadrant was investigated by Zhang and Zheng in[10℄, and Chang, Chen and Yang in [2℄ et.. With the harateristi analysis and thenumerial method, a set of onjeture on the struture of solutions is formulated. Un-fortunately, nothing analyti has eventually been solved, although there are still manymathematiians who present various simpli�ed models and try to approah the onje-ture and to explain the ompliated on�gurations in gas dynamis system. Thereforeit is worthwhile to onsider muh simpler Riemann initial data in two dimensions.� Reeived Marh 21, 1997.1) The �rst author was supported by State Key Laboratory of Sienti� and engineering omputing,Aademia Sinia. The seond author was supported by NNSF of China.



328 J.Q. LI AND S.L. YANGThe present paper deals in detail with the Riemann problem in three piees for gasdynamis system, i.e.8>>>>>><>>>>>>: �t + (�u)x + (�v)y = 0;(�u)t + (�u2 + p)x + (�uv)y = 0;(�v)t + (�uv)x + (�v2 + p)y = 0;���e+ u2 + v22 ��t + ��u�h+ u2 + v22 ��x + ��v�h+ u2 + v22 ��y = 0; (1.1)where �; (u; v) and p, e = p( � 1)� , h = e + p� ,  > 1 denote density, veloity, pres-sure, spei� internal energy, spei� enthalty and polytropi index respetively. AndRiemann data in three piees are desribed as follows,(�; p; u; v)jt=0 = Ti; (i = 1; 2; 3); (1:2)where Ti are onstant states (See Fig.1.1),being seleted under the assumption (H)that exatly one planar wave of shok, rar-efation wave or ontat disontinuity issuesfrom eah interfae of initial data outsideof the origin. It's proved that only twoases, JRS and three Js, are in theoryreasonable. Here we use a nonsplitting se-ond order aurate MmB (loally Maximum-minimum Bounds preserving) sheme to ob- Fig.1.1 Distribution of the initial datatain the numerial results for these two ases. MmB shemes are basially derived fromthe struture of the equation and the solution properties of salar onservation laws[5℄,and are generalized to hyperboli systems. The nonsplitting Mmb shemes have theseond order aurate, high resolution and nonosillatory properties, and have beenused to solve many other problems onerning disontinuous solutions fruitfully[6;7℄.This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 gives the neessary preliminaries. InSetion 3 we disuss the distribution of initial data arefully. And the harateristianalyses are presented and the orresponding numerial results are illustrated in Setion4. 2. PreliminariesIn this setion we begin by realling the main results in [2, 10℄ as our neessarypreliminaries.Noting that the dynami similarity of (1.1) and lak of harateristi length param-eter imply that the solutions be the funtions of the variables � and �, where � = x=t,� = y=t, we seek the self-similar solutions.(�; p; u; v) = (�; p; u; v)(�; �): (2:1)


